Translation and validation into Portuguese language of the medication regimen complexity index.
The complexity of pharmacotherapy is a result of a multiplicity of prescribed regimen factors, including the number of different drugs in the regimen, the number of dosage units per dose, the total number of prescribed doses per day and administration instructions. The Medication Regimen Complexity Index (MRCI) is a specific, reliable and valid tool used to measure the complexity of pharmacotherapy, originally developed in English language. Transcultural translation and validation of this tool into Brazilian Portuguese. A cross-sectional study was developed with 95 type-2 diabetes patients, receiving multiple medications. The validation process included translation into Portuguese, back-translation and pre-test of the tool, creating a new version called the Pharmacotherapy Complexity Index (PCI). The psychometric parameters were assessed, including convergent validity, discriminant validity and reliability (interclass and test-retest correlation). The complexity of pharmacotherapy measured by the MRCI-Brazil had an average score of 15.7 points (SD=8.36). MRCI-Brazil showed significant correlation with the number of medications (r=0.86; p<0.001) and age of patients (r=0.28, p=0.005). Interrater reliability analysis found an intra-class correlation (ICC) of 0.99 (p<0.001) and test-retest correlation was of 0.997 (p<0.001). The results have shown that the Brazilian version of the MRCI presents adequate validity and reliability, and may be useful in clinical practice and research involving the analysis of the drug regimen complexity.